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Two Weeks, Four Countries, Six Years Ago
When I visited Europe
for the first time six years ago
it was quite a shock to my 17
year old brain. I never realized
how many misconceptions,
assumptions and stereotypes
that I was taking with me when
I boarded that first transatlantic
flight.
I had assumed that
England was just like Canada; a
misconception which was quickly
cleared up the second I had
British bacon for the first time. I
had heard Paris was full of stuck
up French people; rumours which
were quickly contradicted. All that
I had heard about Amsterdam was
the easy accessibility of marijuana
and brothels; which in all honesty
was true at the time, however, no
one ever mentions the beauty of
the Netherlands and the kindness
of the people there. Germany
was the country I had the most
reservations about. Although my
step-father’s family was from
there, all I knew about Germany
was the rise and fall of the Nazi’s.
I went there expecting everyone
to stare at me because they had
never seen a black person before.
Fortunately I was wrong and

learned a lot about myself and
Germany along the way.
Terms like the ‘Global
Village’ impress upon us how
the entire world is connected
and amalgamating into one
interconnected mass. Traveling
to Europe showed me that this

is indeed not the case and that
every country (no matter how
small or close it is to another)
has its own people and dynamic
identity which cannot be
captured or portrayed properly
through hearsay or stereotypes.
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London Calling

Looking back, London was
the best place to begin
our journey. Because we

could speak English we didn’t
experience too much culture
shock. In fact, I could not
comprehend that I was in London
until I looked up and heard Big
Ben chime. Touring London was
surprisingly easy. Within three
days I was able to: visit Abbey
Road; see a few iconic David
Bowie spots; tour the Cutty Sark,
the last surviving tea clipper;
stood on the Prime Meridian; saw
the Tower of London, where Anne
Boleyn was beheaded; and ride
the millennium Wheel. I was lucky
enough to see an army guard
procession when we went to
Buckingham Palace, as well. All in
all London was a nice way to ease
in to the shock of how different
Europe was from North America.

Hallo

Deutschland
Of all the places I visited
Wohlfahrt ;a strangely flamboyant
on this trip I experienced the
restaurant; and the magical castle
most culture shock in Germany.
Neuschwanstein.
Suddenly the language barrier
The best part about
and cultural nuances had me
this portion of our journey was
feeling very isolated. Despite this,
staying with my step-dads family.
I
Germany was the highlight
We learned more about
of my trip.
experienced German culture in his
Until Germany our
the most brother’s household than
entire trip was fast paced
culture shock we could have possibly
and mentally exhausting. It
learned through any travel
was nice to be able to wake in Germany book or hearsay.
up and not immediately be
As soon as the culture
on the move.
shock of Germany began to
We stayed with my
fade our European vacation was
step-dads younger brother and
coming to an end. After two
his family in the incredibly tiny
weeks in Europe We said goodbye
village of Lockenmühle, near
to my family at Lockenmüle and
the city of Ansbach. While in
said hello to our direct flight
the area my Aunt and Uncle
home.
took us to the walled city of
Röttenburg, home of the famous
year round Christmas store Käthe
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Paris, I Love You!

Paris was probably the
most magical place
we visited on our tour.

Everything about the city felt
so surreal; from visiting the
Louvre, climbing the Eiffel Tower
and even riding the Metro. Out
of all the places I visited, Paris
had the best cuisine; even the
McDonald’s tasted fantastic. We
got to go inside the famous Notre
Dame Cathedral and visited
the Père Lachaise Cemetery
where we saw the graves of Jim
Morrison, Balzac, Chopin, and
Edith Piaf. I went to Disneyland
for the first time at EuroDisneyland which despite the
terrible food was just as amazing
as I expected. Although my time
in Paris was short, I left with an
overwhelming desire to return
and experience it all over again.

Nothing Like The Netherlands
The Netherlands was by
far my favourite country
that we visited. Before we

arrived by train from Paris I had
no idea what to expect. So far
everywhere we had traveled
had been much different than
I anticipated. We started our
journey in Amsterdam, the most
fascinating city I have ever been
to. Everybody was so kind and
accommodating; the shopping
was fantastic. The highlights of
the trip were definitely our late
night gondola ride on the canals
under sparkling stars and lights,
and visiting the Anne Frank
Museum. After a couple days in
Amsterdam we traveled to Ede
where we soaked up some local
colour during their annual Heide
Week festival.

Paris, I Love You • Nothing Like The Netherlands

Highlights
London

Big Ben
The Tube
Millennium Eye
Abbey Road
Hammersmith Odeon
Picadilly Circus
Cutty Sark
Prime Meridian at GMT
Tower of London
London Bridge
Tower Bridge
Buckingham Palace

Paris

The Louvre
Eiffel Tower
Notre Dame Cathedral
Père Lachaise Cemetery
Euro Disneyland
L’Arc de Triomphe

The Netherlands
Anne Frank Museum
Heide Week Festival in Ede

Germany

Röttenburg
Neuschwanstein
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Bitten By The Travel Bug
It was Mark Twain
who said, “Travel is fatal
to prejudice, bigotry, and

narrow-mindedness, and many
of our people need it sorely
on these accounts. Broad,
wholesome, charitable views
of men and things cannot be
acquired by vegetating in one
little corner of the earth all one's
lifetime.”
Until this trip I had spent
17 years trapped in my little
corner of the world, occasionally
tasting bits of Americanized
versions of different cultures, but
nothing with real authenticity.
I had assumed growing up in
such a culturally diverse country
would make it easy for me
to adapt to different cultures
and places, and I was sorely
mistaken.
This trip allowed me to
experience different lifestyles
and cultures and gave me a taste
for travel. It’s safe to say that
I got bitten by the travel bug
and I may never recover. Join
me in the next issue of Live It
Out where I discuss my magical
Christmas holiday in Amsterdam
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Joe & his brother Helmut
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